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Fear Not: Company creates illusion of danger inside,
sense of security outside
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By: Nadia Pflaum

As the vice president of Full Moon Productions,
Amber Arnett-Bequeaith is a mistress of horror.
She draws from the psychological elements of fear
to create a full-sensory frightfest at her
company’s four haunted houses: The Beast, The
Edge of Hell, Macabre Cinema and the Chambers
of Edgar Allen Poe. 
 
Arnett-Bequeaith’s office is up one flight of a
Victorian-esque staircase to the second floor of
The Beast at 13th and Hickory streets, inside
what was built at the turn of the 20th century as
the John Deere Plow Co.’s first office in the United
States. 
 
 She assumed the role of vice president at Full
Moon Productions in 2000 (her uncle is the

president), but haunting has been in her family since she was born. Arnett-Bequeaith’s
mother and grandmother, who ran a successful outdoor theater venture in the Lake of
the Ozarks, opened The Edge of Hell in Kansas City in 1975 as a way to expand
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business beyond the summer season. Her father did all the construction, her
grandmother dreamed up and designed each room’s scenery and theme, and her
mother invented the character’s parts and sewed costumes. Every family member was
expected to play a part. 
 
“We complain about this talent we’ve all got,” Arnett-Bequeaith says of her family. “It’s
an obsession. We can’t sleep. I lay in bed thinking about each room, each scene, ideas
of how everything ought to go. I have to keep a notebook and a pen by my bed.”
 
When The Edge of Hell opened there was no such thing as a “haunt industry.” Today,
that industry recognizes The Edge of Hell as the first commercial haunted house in the
country.  Arnett-Bequeaith serves as the spokeswoman for America Haunts, an
organization representing “the best Halloween attractions in America.” 
 
Rather than relying on blood and gore as the source of her scares, Arnett-Bequeaith
prefers to conjure feelings of unease and disorientation. The Beast, for instance, is a
maze of dark woods, and effects like lighting (or the lack of it) throw off a visitor’s
sense of sight, balance, touch and smell. 
 
Ironically, Arnett-Bequeaith has spent the past decade battling those very same fear-
inducing elements outside the haunted walls, in the Historic West Bottoms area that
her company calls home. The city habitually postponed basic maintenance of the
Bottoms, an area that became synonymous with crumbling bridges and sidewalks,
catch basins that don’t catch, and water mains that break. 
 
Arnett-Bequeaith is an expert in the illusion of danger, but creating the opposite — a
sense of security in the West Bottoms — has been a group effort, tackled by the
entrepreneurs who make up the West Bottoms Business District Association. Their
progress means that the hookers who once hung out at the West Bottoms gas
stations are gone, run off by off-duty police officers whose time is paid for by Full
Moon Productions. The association members pay out-of-pocket for things like weed
trimming, a basic city service elsewhere in the metro. If a job is too big for the
business owners to handle themselves, they lasso state and federal funds to fix the
problem.
 
“I look out at the new sidewalk across the street and I smile,” Arnett-Bequeaith says,
“because that was 10 years of my life. It’s a small thing, something you might not even
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realize unless you’re as involved in the area as we are. We successfully lobbied for the
city to upgrade our streetlights — obviously people don’t feel safe if they can’t see
where they’re going.” 
 
Enthusiasm for the West Bottoms has ignited at City Hall. Mayor Sly James recently
acknowledged that the area is the next hot spot for development. Arnett-Bequeaith’s
reaction: We told you so.
 
 “It’s a belief that the business owners have here,” she says. “We always knew that
this area was more than it had been given credit for.”
 
 
For details about Full Moon Productions’ haunted houses, visit fullmoonprod.com.

 
Photo by Megan True 
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games zuma

Nice to be visiting your
Submitted by rain1122 on Sat, 04/06/2013 - 09:31.

Nice to be visiting your blog once more, it has been months for me. Well this article
that ive been waited for therefore long. i want this article to finish my assignment
within the faculty, and it has same topic together with your article. Thanks, nice
share.
grezed.com

Well this is very
Submitted by applee on Sun, 04/07/2013 - 09:00.

Well this is very interesting indeed. Would love to read a little more of this. Great
post. Thanks for the heads-up. This blog was very informative and knowledgeable.
logo floor mats

Thanks for sharing amazing
Submitted by kelly123 on Tue, 04/23/2013 - 01:47.

Thanks for sharing amazing article. i am very glad to your work. you
give me nice and helpful information keep it up. keep it good posting. i
wait your next post. visit signage Dubai provide cheap solution Indoor
Signage and give other signs solution Outdoor signage services.

I just found this blog and
Submitted by jassysingh on Tue, 04/23/2013 - 03:20.

I just found this blog and have high hopes for it to continue. Keep up the great
work, its hard to find good ones. I have added to my favorites. And the concept of
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Thank You.chiropractor gladesville

Its a great pleasure reading
Submitted by applee on Fri, 04/26/2013 - 10:32.

Its a great pleasure reading your post.Its full of information I am looking for and I
love to post a comment that "The content of your post is awesome" Great work.
http://karaokemachinereviews.biz

This is quite great article.
Submitted by applee on Thu, 05/02/2013 - 03:41.

This is quite great article. Your post touches many urgent issues of our minds. We
can not be uninvolved to these problems. Your article gives a lot of wonderful
information and inspiration. This is something that worth doing..
topes para estacionamiento

It was certainly interesting
Submitted by applee on Thu, 05/02/2013 - 03:42.

It was certainly interesting for me to read that article. Thanx for it. I like such topics
and anything that is connected to this matter. I definitely want to read more on
that blog soon.
tapetes personalizados

I wanted to thank you for
Submitted by markkay68 on Thu, 05/09/2013 - 05:39.

I wanted to thank you for a marvelous post.....this is very
interesting....the topic is ver good and directly connects to
heart.....thanks for sharing.......Federico Kello
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Ramona Hedstrom

Good info..
Submitted by wellmax139 on Thu, 05/09/2013 - 07:28.

I got this information very helpful.....I am very glad to your work....I
would like to gain more knowledge from your blog.....keep
posting....Mac Batley
Fidel Hadges

Excellent article written by
Submitted by applee on Mon, 05/13/2013 - 02:43.

Excellent article written by the author to express her views and explanations related
to the subject. Thanks for your great efforts.
induction cooktops

Really your post is really
Submitted by applee on Mon, 05/13/2013 - 04:41.

Really your post is really very good and I appreciate it. It’s hard to sort the good
from the bad sometimes, but I think you’ve nailed it. You write very well which is
amazing. I really impressed by your post.
best canister vacuum cleaners

This is quite great article.
Submitted by randsand on Tue, 05/14/2013 - 08:01.

This is quite great article. Your post touches many urgent issues of our
minds. We can not be uninvolved to these problems. Your article gives
a lot of wonderful information and inspiration. This is something that
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worth doing..
http://binaereoptionen.blog.pl

I certainly enjoyed the way
Submitted by applee on Mon, 06/17/2013 - 04:38.

I certainly enjoyed the way you explore your experience and knowledge of the
subject!Keep up on it. Thanks for sharing the info
Topes estacionamiento

Glad to be visiting your
Submitted by applee on Tue, 06/18/2013 - 04:49.

Glad to be visiting your blog again, I have been away since months from the
internet. I just love reading these types of top quality blogs. Thanks for sharing.
tapete bienvenida

Very interesting article.
Submitted by applee on Fri, 06/21/2013 - 07:30.

Very interesting article. Content has been written in very nice manner. I enjoy
reading this kind of stuff. Thanks for sharing good knowledge
Tapetes con logo

I thought it was going to be
Submitted by applee on Fri, 06/21/2013 - 07:30.

I thought it was going to be some boring old post, but it really compensated for my
time. I will post a link to this page on my blog. I am sure my visitors will find that
very useful.
Tapetes antifatiga
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